A proof is given here of the well-known relation between the eigenvalues of the Jacobi and S.O.R. iteration matrices in the case having Property A and consistent ordering. This proof also yields a relationship between the corresponding eigenvectors, and we use this relation to form a method of obtaining an approximation to the optimum relaxation parameter.
0) (2)
where D is diagonal, L is strictly lower-triangular and U is strictly upper-triangular. We will assume that the matrix A possesses Property A and is consistently ordered, that is that for any positive scalar p there exists a diagonal matrix G p such that
This is equivalent to the definitions given by Young (1954) . He required the existence of an ordering vector (q { , q 2 ,. . . q n ) with integer coefficients sucti that if the elements of A are a, 7 and if a 0 -^ 0 and i ^ j then either q t = q. -f 1 and i > / o r q, = q s -1 and i <j. If we set G p = diag(^9,/ 2 ) then equation (3) is satisfied and conversely, given a matrix G p , it is a simple matter to construct an ordering vector with the necessary properties. Details of this construction are given in the appendix. Hereafter we assume G p is of the form The S.O.R. iteration matrix is
M a = (D -coL)~ '((1 -co)D + toU).
If this has an eigenvalue A, then the corresponding eigenvector y t satisfies the equation
((1 -to)D + a>U)y s = A,(£> -
and
co(U+ \L)y, = (A,. + co -\)Dy h
which may be written as
provided A, -=/ = 0. Using (3) and rearranging, we find
D~ \L
University of Sussex, Falmer, Brighton, Sussex. (8) provided co # 0 (and the case co = 0 is of no interest to us). Now D~ \L + U) is the Jacobi iteration matrix and (8) shows that it has G^V; a s a n eigenvector. If the corresponding eigenvalue is fi t we find the wellknown relation
It also holds for A, -= 0 since in this case we find from (5) that that is
if the elements of D are d,. Now the iteration is not possible unless each d-t is non-zero. It follows that a) = 1 and (9) is still valid.
Practical application for symmetric, positive-definite matrices In the case where A is symmetric, it is a well-known deduction from equation (9) that the spectral radius of M.,s is minimized if co is chosen as "opt 1 + (1 - (12) = max This is shown by Varga (1962) , where / for example. This is very satisfactory as it stands if a good a priori estimate for fx is available, but otherwise we need an algorithm that finds it without increasing unduly the total amount of work. Carre (1961) and Kulsrud (1961) each describe useful techniques based on examination of the displacement vectors S (l) which satisfy the relation = j|f gw.
Both rely on the use of a relaxation factor slightly less than co op , to ensure that the dominant A, corresponds to the dominant /x ; . Carre iterates a few times with parameter co k suggesting twelve times as suitable. He then makes an estimate, v k , of the dominant latent root of M ak from the ratio of the norms of the last two displacement vectors or by Aitken extrapolation on the last three ratios of successive displacement vector norms. Hence using equations (9) and (12), he estimates n and then co 0 ,. If this estimate is io' k he continues the iteration using
For a wide range of problems he finds that this gives a good estimate for the value of o> for which the ratio of dominant to sub-dominant latent root of M^ is largest. He continues in this way until successive estimates co k+ { show good agreement and thereafter uses co k as fixed relaxation parameter. Kulsrud's process is essentially the same except that he takes oo k + , = u>' k . As he shows in his paper, these estimates w k will steadily increase and it is difficult to guarantee that a gross over-estimate will not be obtained, particularly in view of the fact that all the eigenvalues of M u are complex for w > co opl . However, he reports that for three test cases he found no more iterations were required with his technique than were needed with the use of co opl throughout. An alternative procedure is to exploit the fact (noted just below (8)) that the eigenvectors z,-of the Jacobi matrix are related to the eigenvectors y { of the S.O.R. matrix by the relation
Now the displacement vector gives us an estimate of the dominant eigenvector of M^ and we can estimate G>7' by using the ratio of the last two norms of displacement vectors as an estimate of A. In this way we find an approximation for the dominant eigenvector of the Jacobi matrix, from which we may form a Rayleigh quotient. This will give a good estimate of \x on account of the well-known stationary property of the Rayleigh quotient. It will furthermore be an underestimate since
Hence if we use this approximation to /x to find an estimate to k of w op , via equation (12), then oi k will be less than co op , and we will never have trouble with a complex dominant latent root of M Ui . It is possible, particularly near convergence where round-off errors play a significant role, that the new estimate for cj opl will be smaller than the old one. In such a case the old estimate is certainly the better and should be used.
Numerical experiments
All three techniques for finding a> op , have been tried on three test problems. Since the solutions were known we were able to calculate the norms of the error vectors and these together with the relaxation parameters are tabulated below. For comparison we also used to = w opl throughout. In each case the zero vector was taken as For the new method we iterate with a> = 1 just twice, the minimum number that permits us to find a new a> by the method already described. In all three procedures a value of a> k+ , was found after twelve iterations with oj t unless the criteria shown in Table 1 were satisfied in which case no further improved estimates were found, the iteration being completed with parameter u> k in Carre's case and a> k in the other two cases. We make no claim that these criteria are the best that can be devised. The choice of numerical factors is particularly arbitrary; the figure of 1/20 was suggested by Carre and we have used the same factor in Kulsrud's technique to give a direct comparison. The test used in the new method is based on the assumption that -log?;*, approximates the asymptotic convergence rate with ua = co k and the fact that -log (ou k -1) is certainly less than the optimum asymptotic convergence rate, -log (co opl -1), so that if v\ < (u> k -I) 5 we can expect the asymptotic convergence rate to be improved by not more than 20 per cent if iteration with o> = cu k is replaced by iteration with o> = a> opl . In Kulsrud's method the dominant eigenvalue of M a may be complex, in which case it is likely that the ratios of the norms of successive displacement vectors will oscillate severely. To reduce this effect we took for v k the geometric mean of the last eleven ratios of displacement norms.
The first example considered was Laplace's equation in a rectangle with five by forty internal mesh-points, so that the matrix A has the block form Table   Ikll • •0000
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• Fig. 1 . We have modified the grid slightly in order to obtain a symmetric matrix, and use the finite-difference approximation
* (r + \K)j>(r +h,z)-\-{r-$h)<f>(r -h, z) + /•<£<>, z +h) + rcf,{r, z ~ h) -Arfcr, z).
The results are summarized in Table 3 .
As our third example we took the very ill-conditioned matrix considered by Engeli et al. (1959) , page 100. Fig. 1 Here we found that v k was often much larger than the dominant eigenvalue of M aic and indeed was sometimes greater than unity. In this situation the parameter a> k+ , is likely to be greater than w opl or even complex. We avoided the latter situation by taking cu k+ , = w k if v k > 1, but made no attempt to avoid the former. The fact that this does occur for the results presented must be regarded as fortuitous. Presumably the trouble may be avoided if we continue the iteration until the ratios have, in some sense, settled down. Quite apart from the difficulty of devising an automatic criterion for this settling-down, we will have the disadvantage of a large number of iterations with co less than its optimum, just what we are trying to avoid. For this problem the new method gave very satisfactory results, as shown in Table 4 .
Conclusion
The advantage of the new method is simply that success can be guaranteed, and this advantage is shown clearly by the third example. For a particular accuracy the new method may require more steps than the earlier methods, as illustrated by examples one and two. We doubt, however, if the extra labour will ever be serious and feel that this is a reasonable price to pay for the additional security.
Appendix
Given a diagonal matrix G p satisfying (3), with p # 1, we may construct an ordering vector q = (q\,q 2 -• • <7«) as follows. Since any scaling of G p will not alter the validity of (3), we first normalize G p to have its first element unity, say G p = diag (1, g 2 , g 3 . . . g n ), and set q x =z 0. Now suppose some off-diagonal element a Ul , is non-zero, then from (3) we find g h = p l/2 and may set q h = ]. If some off-diagonal element a hh is non-zero then g h = p if i 2 > <i and g h = 1 if i 2 < i\ and we may set q h = 2 or 0. We continue in this way until we have found all q t for which ; belongs to some subset /, of the set N of integers 1,2 ... n, where /, is such that there is no non-zero off-diagonal element a u with only one of / and j belonging to /,. If /, ^ N then we may scale those gj for which je(N -/,), without altering the validity of (3), to make some chosen g k unity and set the corresponding q k to zero. We now find q, for all iel 2 , another subset of N. Continuing, we eventually find q-t for UI\ uI 2 u .. . I r = N. .) This book, intended mainly for students rather than for those already well versed in numerical methods, presents, through simple examples, the principal processes for obtaining numerical solutions to second-order quasi-linear partial differential equations, one chapter each being devoted to equations of Parabolic, Hyperbolic and Elliptic type. Jn addition there is an introductory chapter which includes the development of finite-difference approximations for derivatives, and one which covers the ideas of convergence, compatibility and stability of finite-difference schemes; and also iterative methods for solving sets of linear algebraic equations.
Book Review
The author states in his preface that he has tried to make the main chapters independent of one another and admits that this has led to a certain amount of repetition. For example, the Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel and S.O.R. point iterative methods for solving sets of linear algebraic equations appear three times. In Chapter 2 they are applied in detail to a specific example, complete with numerical results; in Chapter 3 they are studied in more general form, and Chapter 5 presents them briefly in connection with Poisson's equation. A good understanding of these methods can be obtained from the sections in Chapters 2 and 3 and surely these would have been better presented together.
In Chapter 2 the main finite-difference methods for solving Parabolic equations are explained and illustrated clearly with detailed numerical calculations. Chapter 4, perhaps the weakest section of the book, presents both the method of characteristics and of finite differences for solving Hyperbolic equations but might have gained something by the inclusion of a section on first-order equations which appear only in the exercises at the end of the chapter. The fifth chapter gives the principal finite-difference methods for Elliptic equations, including a section on relaxation.
Each of the four main chapters includes a very valuable set of exercises with solutions outlined in most cases, and the volume concludes with a list of references for further reading.
Most students should find that this book gives them a good introduction to the subject but they may not be able to understand some of the more advanced concepts, several of which are not explained or illustrated as carefully as many of the simpler ideas. As examples we might cite parts of the section on characteristics of hyperbolic equations, the concept of consistent ordering for sets of algebraic equations, and the method of deferred correction which is dismissed in less than a page. There is, however, sufficient of value to recommend this as a student textbook, and it should also find its way on to the book-shelves of most teachers of the subject.
